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Details of Visit:

Author: sizeelevenfeet
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 19 May 2014 15:30
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 180
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Admiral Escorts
Website: http://www.admiralescorts.com/
Phone: 07933999399

The Premises:

A modern, large flat within 5 minutes' walk of Paddington Station

The Lady:

Tall-ish (I'd say 5ft 6, 5 ft 10 in heels) Polish woman in her late 20's / early 30's. Very pretty,
shoulder-length platinum blonde hair. Photos on the website are photoshopped (she has a few extra
pounds around the waist especially) but definitely not fat. Make-up applied in sparing amounts, as
she's got that EE thing of high cheekbones, big eyes and pouty lips. Large, firm E or F cup breasts
with small nipples and a curvy bum and long, toned legs. A few tattoos and piercings, including
tongue. More of that later.

The Story:

Firstly, if your only criterion is someone who looks 100% like the photos then your expectations are
unrealistic. However, if you're prepared to look past that and apply the principle 'if I saw her in the
street or out in a club, would I think she's hot' then go for her - especially as her service is, as others
have said, phenomenally raunchy.

The flat is very discreet, and not one of those pokey studio-style things which added to the feeling of
going to meet a 'friend with benefits' at their place rather than the more seedy feeling you can get
from going to what are more blatantly working flats.

Lucia opened the door in a tight black dress that showed her curves off beautifully, and demanded
(!) that I kiss her DFK style before even handing over the money. After taking care of paperwork and
a quick fondle of her still-clothed breasts, I took a shower and joined her in the bedroom. Lucia is
incredibly controlling, and pinned me down on the bed before rubbing her body all over me and
repeatedly kissing deeply with her tongue. She graduated to oral (the tongue piercing definitely
adds here), deepthroating, slurping and sucking until I had to start pulling her clothes off and getting
my hands, mouth and tongue all over her. I went down on her and she seemed to enjoy it,
squeezing my head between her thighs, thrusting her hips onto me and pulling my hair.

After about 5 minutes of that, on went the condom and she frankly preceded to shag my brains out -
legs wrapped around, lots of panting and thrusting from her in various positions and grabbing my
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hands to make me squeeze her breasts hard.

We overran slightly as she wanted to spend time bringing me off in the shower with a combination
of her mouth, hands, arse and breasts. Overall, a fantastic experience that I can't recommend
enough.
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